Guitar Gala

Students from Washington University & the University of Missouri-St. Louis

Alan Rosenkoetter, director
Program

Etude Op. 35, No. 13  
Fernando Sor  
(1778 - 1839)  
Ryan Scott

Sons de Carilhhoes  
João Pernambuco  
(1883 - 1947)  
Aiden Smyth

Prelude No. 1  
Heitor Villa-Lobos  
(1887 - 1959)  
Chloe Haynes

Songe Caprichorne  
Roland Dyens  
(1955 - 2016)  
Paula Glaser

Hungarian Dance No. 5  
Johannes Brahms  
(1833 - 1897)  
arr. Lavinia Xu  
Lavinia Xu, zhongruan

Fisherman’s Song at Eventide  
Jin Zhuo Nan  
Emily Guo, guzheng
The Spring Ensemble
   Emily Guo, director
   Cindy Tu, bamboo flute
   Becky Zhang, erhu
   Julie Zhu, flute
   Emilia Zhang, guzheng
   Emily Guo, guzheng
   Mclane Liu, piano
   RuiHan Li, pipa
   Sparke Li, violin
   Ying Xiang, zhongruan
   Lavinia Xu, zhongruan
Join us for our next event!

Receive information about our upcoming events by joining our mailing list at music.wustl.edu

Get involved

Get more involved by becoming a member of the Friends of Music at Washington University. This society supports the Department of Music’s high standards in performance, musical studies, and research while encouraging Washington University students and faculty in their musical scholarship and creativity.